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INTRODUCTION 
In our previous paper [2], the discreteness of non-zero eigenvalues and 
the limiting absorption principle have been verified for symmetric systems 
in an unbounded domain Q of R” whose boundary r is restricted to the 
form r= {x E R”; 1x1 = p(x)}, where p(x) > 0 is positively homogeneous of 
degree zero and in C “( R”\ (0) ). The hypotheses on the systems we con- 
sidered are almost the same as (A.lt(A.7) in Section 1 of this paper. We 
have arrived at the results through the commutator method due to Mourre 
[ 131 with some modifications. The above condition on the shape of a 
domain Q is a technical demand for the introduction of a conjugate 
operator that is the generator of a dilation unitary group in Q. Except for 
the restriction on a domain, the results of [Z], however, extend those in 
previous papers, e.g., Kikuchi [6], Lax-Phillips [lo], Mochizuki [12], 
Stefanov-Georgiev [ 191, and Weder [22]. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the same results as in the 
work [2] without any restriction on the shape of a domain. To this end we 
shall adopt another approach to the associated boundary value problems, 
that is, we investigate the problems by what is called a perturbation 
method, which is inspired by Vainberg [21] (see also [4]) and differs from 
those employed in the papers cited above, and show that the discreteness of 
non-zero eigenvalues remains valid. Concerning the limiting absorption 
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principle in long range problems, we require a kind of stability of coer- 
civeness (see (A.8)) that is assured to elliptic or strongly propagative 
systems. Crucial roles in giving a priori estimates are played by application 
of the commutator technique in Mourre [ 131 to selfadjoint operators in 
R”. The commutator methods were created by Putnam [15], Kato [S], 
and Lavine [7, 81, and developed into a powerful tool by Mourre. Our 
strategy to the a priori estimates is similar to that of Tamura [20], where 
spectral and scattering problems have been investigated for symmetric 
systems E(x)-’ x7=, A,Dj of non-constant deficit by use of the com- 
mutator method and the localization analysis in the momentum space. 
Another device is, however, indispensable since our perturbations can 
never be reduced to lower order terms, though coerciveness is required. 
The approach to the boundary value problems in this paper can be 
applied to elliptic systems of second order in an exterior domain (cf. [3]). 
The author wishes to thank Professors P. Stefanov and V. Georgiev, and 
the referee for valuable suggestions. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS 
Let 52 be an unbounded domain of R”, n 2 2, lying in the exterior of its 
compact boundary r which is of class C2 and contained in the ball 
BRO = {x E R”; 1x1 ,< R,}. Consider the following boundary value problem: 
(H-z)u=f in Q, ZEC, 
A(x)u =o for XE r, 
where UE Cd and H is a symmetric system of first order differential 
operators defined by 
H= f A,(x) Di+ B(x), D,= -i L 
j= I I 
with Ai( B(x) being C2(W’)-, d x d matrices. The n(x) is a d x d matrix 
varying smoothly with x E I’. The following assumptions are imposed on 
the coefficients and the boundary condition throughout this paper. 
(A.l) Each A,(x) is a bounded Hermitian symmetric matrix with 
bounded first derivatives and satisfies 
Ix1 arAj(x) + O as 1x1 -+ co, 
where 8, = CJ!=, x,/ 1x1 a/ax,. The B(x) satisfies 
B(x), /xl aAx) + 0 as 1x1 -+ co. 
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(A.2) The differential operator H is formally selfadjoint in iw”: 
f D,A,(x) = B(x) - B*(x) for any x E 68”. 
(A.3) Let ,4(x, l) = C;= I A,(x) tj and v(x) be the unit outward normal 
to r at XE r. Then the matrix A(x, v(x)) is of constant rank on each 
component of K 
(A.4) The boundary condition n(x)u = 0 is maximally conservative, 
that is, 
A(x, v(x)) u(x). u(x) = 0 if /t(x)u(x)=O, xcT, 
and the linear subspace Ker /i(x) is maximal with respect to the above 
property (cf. Lax-Phillips [ lo] ). 
Let X’ be the Hilbert space of @“-valued square integrable functions over 
Q. According to Rauch [16] (see also Lax-Phillips [9]), the assumptions 
(A.l)-(A.4) guarantee that H has the unique selfadjoint extension in X 
which is also denoted by H, and its domain g(H) is given by 
9(H) = {u E X; Hu E A?, A(x) u(x) = 0 at each x E r}. 
Let N(H)’ be the orthogonal complement in .Y? to Ker H. 
(A.5) For any r’ > r > Ro, there exists a constant C = C(r, r’) > 0 such 
that the coercive inequality 
holds for any u E g( H) A N(H)’ (cf. Lax-Phillips [lOI and Majda [ 111). 
Here and in what follows we set ,sZ, = {x E Q; 1x1 < r> and for a domain 
G and a real number S, we denote by L:(G) the cd-valued weighted 
L2-space over G with norm 
Ilfll&=I, (x>*’ If(x)12dx, (x)=(1 + 142)“2. 
If G = (w” or s i: 0, we often omit the corresponding subscript. 
We now set 
Ho = i A,(x) Dj+ B(x) in R”. 
j= I 
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Then by Friedrichs [l] we see that H, is a selfadjoint operator in 
X0 = L2(Rn) with domain g(H,) and assume the following coercive 
estimate (cf. Sarason [ 173 and Schulenberger-Wilcox [IS]): 
(A.6) Let M(H,)’ be the orthogonal complement in X0 to Ker H,. 
There exists a constant C > 0 such that 
jg, lI~.,~ll G C(Il~o4 + Ilull) 
for any u E g(H,) n N(H,)l. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (A.l)-(A.6) are valid. Then non-zero eigen- 
values of H are of finite multiplicity and discrete with the only possible 
accumulation points 0 and k co. 
For the validity of the limiting absorption principle, we require two 
additional conditions. First, we assume 
(A.7) (xl2 afAi(x) and 1x(* azB(x) are bounded in R”. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (A.1 )-(A.7) hold good. 
(i) Let a,(H) and a,(H,) denote the sets of eigenvalues of H and H,, 
respectively. Then a,(H,)\{O} is d iscrete. Put R(z)=(H-z))‘, Imz#O. 
Then for any compact interval Zc K!\[a,(H)u a,(H,) u {0}] and s> 4, 
there exists a positive constant C= C(Z, s) independent of K, 0 < K < 1 such 
that a priori estimates 
IINA * iK)f IIn,+ d C Ilflln,s (1.1) 
hold for any ;1eI. 
(ii) Let I E R\[a,(H) u a,(H,) u {0}] and s > l/2. Then R(,I + itc) f 
with f E L:(Q) converge strongly in L?,(Q) as K + +0: 
R(A f i0) f = s - lii R(;1+ itc)f, 
and the limits R(1 f i0) f are continuous in ,I. 
Remark. In case the operator H is a short range perturbation of an 
operator with constant coefficients Cy= i AiDi, x7=, Aj5, being of constant 
rank for 5 E llY\(O}, then we take H, =x7=, AjDj, which satisfies (A.6). 
Then a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 2 carried out in 
Section 4 shows that the assertions of Theorem 2 are valid for any 
AE R\Ca,W)u 1011 since Ho has the only possible eigenvalue 0. 
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The last assumption is needed in the case of long range problems where 
the subset o,(H,)\[o,(H) u {0)] . is not empty, and it describes the 
stability of coerciveness for H,. 
(A.8) For any E > 0 there exist a number R, ti 1 and a selfadjoint 
operator H; = C;= I A;(x) Dj+ B’(x) in so such that the coefficients in 
class C ‘( Rn) satisfy 
A;(x) = AJX), B”(x) = B(x) for 1x12 R,; 
j;, l-4 &a;(x)~ + IWx)l 
+ I I4 arwx)I < 6 for any x E R”. 
If M(H;)’ denotes the orthogonal complement in Z0 to Ker Hz, the 
coercive inequality 
jc, IlDjUll d Ce(llH8ull + Ilull 1 
holds for any u E g(H;) n M(H$-. 
The assumption (AX) is easily verified for such an H, that H, converges 
to CT= r AjDj as 1x1 -+ co and both H, and Cy=, AjDj are elliptic or H, is 
a strongly propagative system E(x)-“~ CT= i AjDjE(x)-‘I*. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (A.1 )-(A$) hold and that a,(H,)\ 
[o,(H)u {0}] is not empty. Then a priori estimates (1.1) and the limiting 
absorption principle hold also for each I E a,(H,)\[a,(H) u (O}]. 
These theorems will be proved in Sections 3-5. We shall conclude this 
section by giving an intuitive sketch of proofs of the theorems. Under 
assumption (A.6) a priori weighted L2-estimates in 0 are essential and for 
the proof of Theorem 1, we shall reduce such estimates to corresponding 
ones in R” by localizing eigenvectors in a neighbourhood of infinity. The 
localization allows us to treat H, as if it were H; in (A.8). This is the 
reason why we can verify the discreteness of non-zero eigenvalues without 
any assumption as (A.8). On the other hand, localization near infinity does 
not work well for the limiting absorption principle and so, functions in Q 
will be extended to R” without loss of regularity. In the Mourre method the 
positivity of the commutator of H, with a conjugate operator plays an 
essential role, but such positivity fails near eigenvalues of H,. So, if H; has 
coerciveness that is not an inevitable consequence of (A.6), we can treat 
H,- H; as a short range perturbation of H; to apply the commutator 
method to HE and then the commutator has positivity even near eigen- 
58Oi82/1-7 
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values of H,. This situation is similar to those of 3- and N-body problems 
(Mourre [ 131, Perry-Sigal-Simon [ 141) and symmetric systems of non- 
constant deficit (Tamura [20]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall prepare fundamental results concerning the 
resoIvent of H, under assumptions (A.l), (A.2) and (A.6), (A.7). We set 
A =; i (x,D, + Dixj), 
.I= 1 
which is the generator of a dilation unitary group in R”. Then a series of 
results developed below are verified by letting Q = R” in [2] (see also 
Weder [22]). 
LEMMA 2.1. The commutator form i[H,, A] = i(H,A -AH,) defined 
on 9(A) n 9(H,), if it is restricted to 9(A)n H’(W), coincides with a 
symmetric operator: 
i[H,, A]=i[H,, A]“=H,+K on 9(A)n H’(W) 
with 
K= - i (1x1 arAj(x)) Dj- { 1x1 arB(x) + B(x)}, 
j= 1 
where H’( R”) denotes the Sobolev space of order one of @d-valuedfunctions. 
THEOREM 2.2. The set oD(HO)\(O} is discrete. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 1$ a,(H,) and R > 0. Then there exist a function 
feC,“(O,m)anda constant C>Osuch thatf=l near A, O<f<l, and 
LEMMA 2.4. For any f E C;(O, co), the commutators [ f(H,), A] and 
[M,, A] are bounded in X0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f E C;(O, co). Then for any non-negative s< 1, the 
operator (A )” f ( Ho) (x ) e-S is bounded in so. 
We note that the assumption (A.7) is required only for the boundedness 
of CM,, A] in Lemma 2.4. 
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For arbitrary positive A $ a,(H,), choose f~ C,“(O, co) so that the 
statement of Lemma 2.3 holds, and fix it. Set M = MY For E 3 0 and .z E @ 
with Re z = I and Im z >O, there exists a bounded inverse G(E, z) = 
(H, - I’sA4 - z) -i of H, - kM - z which satisfies 
IIG(E, z)(x)-‘I/, IIG*(E, z)(x)--‘II < CE-I”, 
II(A)-‘G(~,z)ll, II(A)-‘G*(~,z)ll <cE-“2, 
11’3~ ~111, IIG*(c, z)ll G C&-l. 
By analysing G(E, z) we obtain 
(2.1) 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G(z) = (H, -z)-‘, Im z # 0. 
(i) Let I be a compact inter& in (0, a)\a,(H,). If s> l/2 and 
Re z E Z, Im z > 0, then we have 
with a constant C independent of Im z. 
(ii) For every 11 E (0, 00 )\op(HO) and s > l/2, the norm limit 
G(A + i0) = lip G(I + ilc) 
exists as a bounded operator of Ls( R”) to L2,(W). 
We note that 
G(;i + i0) = fJy G(E, I.) (2.2) 
and the estimates (2.1) hold for E > 0 and z = 1, which are easily verified in 
the same way as in Tamura [20, Proposition 2.101. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf cp E L#P) and Im(cp, G(;1 + i0) q) = 0, then 
G(l + iO)cp E L2s(lR”) for any 6 > 0, where (. , .) denotes the scalar product 
in X0. 
The idea of proof is due to Tamura [20]. With (2.2) in mind we prove 
LEMMA 2.8. For any cp E L:(W) we have 
f (cp, (3~9 AhI1 G C,WG, ~)vll + llG*(~, A)qll + 1). 
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Proof: We start with choosing g E C; (0, m) so that 0 dg ,< 1 and g = 1 
on supp f, where f appears in M= M,., Split (cp, G(E, 1)~) into three parts: 
(4n> (36, A)(P) = (cp> (1 -dHo)) (-36, R)cp) 
+ (cp, g(Ho) (3-s Jb)(l -dffo)cp) 
+ (cp, g(ffo) WE, 1) dffoh). 
The identity 
(1 -g(ff,)) G(E, 2) = (1 -g(Jfo)) G@){i&MW, A) + l} (2.3) 
holds for any g equal to 1 near 1. By (2.1) and (2.3) it follows that 
$ (cp, (1 -dffo)) G(G A)cp) 
= I(& (1 -g(ffo)) G(E, A) MG(e, l)cp)l d C, IIG(E, A)cpll; 
f (cp, g(Ho) G(G A)(1 -g(H,))q)l 
= I(G*(&, 1)~ gWo) MG(&, A)(1 -g(H,))cp)l < C, (IG*(&, A)cpII, 
since g(H,,) is commutative with G(E, A). On the other hand, note that A4 is 
described on 9(A) n H’(R”) as 
M=i[H,-;I-i&M,A]-&[M,A] 
- (1 -fWo)) I’cffo, Al0 (1 -f(Ho)) 
-AH01 iCffo, Alo (1 -AH,)) 
- (1 -f(H0)) iCHoT Al”fWoI. (2.4) 
In view of (2.4) and the fact derived from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 that g(H,) 
and G(E, A) leave 9(A) invariant, we see that 
-i $ g(h) WE, 2) g(ff,) 
=dffo) G(E, 2) MG(s, A) AHo) 
= ig(Ho) Mffo) WE, A) - WE, 2) g(H,) &(H,) 
-EWE, 2) dHo)CM Al AHo) WE, A) 
-WE, A) Q,G(E, 2) - G(E, 2) Q~G(E, A), 
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where 
QI = (1 -f(ffd)g(Ho) iCHo, Al”g(Ho)(l -f(Ho)), 
Q,=f(Ho)iCHo, Al”gWo)(1 -fWo)J (2.5) 
+ (1 -f(HO))g(Ho) iCHo, Alof( 
and we have used the commutability of g(H,) with G(E, ;i). Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.5, (2.1), and (2.3) with g=f imply that 
2 (4% g(Ho) G(~,l)dHo)cp) < C,(llW, A)cpll + llG*(~, A)cpll + 1). 
Summing up we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.9. Zf cp E Lo and Im(cp, G(A + iO)cp) = 0, then 
IIG(&, n)cpll d C,E-~ for any p > 0. 
Proo$ It immediately follows from the positivity of M = M, that 
IIf WE, ~)(~ll* <c-l IWcp, G(E, I)cp)l, 
which together with (2.3) in the case g =f yields 
llG(~, A)cpll < C,(E-“* IIm(cp, G(E, A)cp)l’/*+ 1). (2.6) 
As is easily seen, a similar type of estimate holds for /JG*(.s, 1)q,II. By 
Lemma 2.8, (2.1), and (2.6) we obtain 
and hence 
I(% WE, A)cp)- (9, G( +O, l)cp)l <CE"*. 
The assumption 0 = Im(cp, G(A + iO)cp) = Im(cp, G( +O, J)cp) implies 
IWcp, WE, A)q)l G CE’/*, 
from which together with (2.6) it follows that ]\G(E, A)911 f C.E-“~. Since 
Im(cp, G*(A + iO)cp) =O, we also have llG*(~, A)rpjl < CE-~‘~. We again use 
Lemma 2.8 to obtain in the same way as above 
lIm(cp, WE, ~)cp)l, lW9, G*(E, I)9)l G Cc3j4, 
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and hence 
Repeating this argument we have the assertion of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to prove Proposition 2.7. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Let 6 4 1 and gE C;(O, cc) so that 0 <g < 1 
and g = 1 on supp f: In view of (2.3) and Lemma 2.5 it suffices to show that 
ll(A)~“g(H,)G(+O,~)g(H,)cpIIdC (2.7) 
with positive C independent of E. Put Da(s)= (A)-’ (&A)‘-‘. Then we 
have 
= -i f Da(&) > g2(ffo) WE, n)cp 
+ Da(&) g(ff,) G(E, A) MG(fi, A) g(H,)cp. (2.8) 
As is easily seen from Lemma 2.9 with 2p < 6, the first term of the RHS of 
(2.8) is bounded by Csp-‘. We employ the decomposition (2.4) to calculate 
the second term of the RHS of (2.8) as 
D&(E) dffo) WE, A) MG(&, n) g(H,)cp 
= iDA&) Ag’(H,) WE, n)cp + iDg(E)Cg(KJ, Al g(H,) WE, Ah 
- iDA&) G(G 1) g(Hd &(Ho)cp 
-&Dcs(~) G(G 1) g(ffcJCM Al g(ff,) G(G 2)~ 
-DA&) WE, 2) QI WE, Lb-/’ -D,(E) WE, A) QzG(&, 2)~ 
with Q, and Q2 defined by (2.5). By (2.1) and interpolation, we are led to 
IJD,(e) G(E, A)11 < CE”‘- I. (2.9) 
Using (2.1), (2.9), Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and 2.9 yields 
ll~a(E) g(Z-fo) G(G 2) MG(&, 2) g(HdcplI G Cd-‘. 
We thus have llDg(s) g(H,) G(E, A) g(HO)@II d C which implies (2.7). 
Q.E.D. 
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3. DISCRETENESS OF EIGENVALUES 
In this section we shall verify Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the 
discreteness only for positive eigenvalues since the other case can be 
verified similarly. We start with 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf f~Cc(0, co) and O<sd 1, the operator (x)“f(H,) 
(x)~’ is bounded in PO. Th e same assertion is valid for f(H) in 2. 
ProoJ We have only to prove the assertion for s = 1, which is 
immediately deduced from the claim that [f (H,), (x)] is bounded. Using 
the representation 
f(H,) = (271~‘I2 JR eirHqT(t) dt, 
3 = the Fourier transform off, 
we have 
The commutator [(x), eirHo] is calculated as 
C(xh e e lSHo[HO, (x)] ecrsHo ds eirHO. 
The commutator [H,, (x)] = -i C;=, A,(x) x,(x)-’ is bounded and 
hence [(x), e”“o] is bounded and continuous in t. So the result follows 
immediately. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the contrary. Then we can find a compact 
interval Ic (0, co), infinite sequences of eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors, (I, >, ( u, > such that ,I,,, E I and IJu,,,IJn = 1. Assumption (AS) 
implies that for any r B 1, the inequality 
,cl Il~pmlln,Q C(llfklln,+, + lI~,lln,+,) 
<qn,+ 1) lIu,ll.<C’ (3.1) 
holds with C’ being independent of m. We claim that for some 6 > 0, 
ll%lllR,6 G c, (3.2) 
C being independent of m. Then it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that {u, > 
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forms a precompact set in 2, and we can choose a subsequence (u/> con- 
verging strongly to u0 in 2”. The norm of u0 must be 1. On the other hand, 
U, converges weakly to zero since (urn} forms an orthonormal system, 
which gives a contradiction. We prove (3.2) through five steps. 
First step. Choose cp E C’~(R’) so that 0 6 cp < 1, cp(x) = 1 if 1x1 3 2, and 
=0 if 1x1 6 1. For R B 1, put (Pi = q$x/R’) and u,(x; R) = qR(x) u,(x). 
Let X,(x; 6) = (1 + p \x/*))~‘* (x)~. Later on p > 0 will tend to zero and 
R-‘, 6 > 0 will be chosen small enough. If we set u,+,(x; R, b) = 
X,(x; 6) v,(x; R), then u,~ satisfies the equation 
tHo-Lhnp =xp ( f Ajtx)Dj(PR u,+ f A,(X)DjX, X,‘o,,.(3.3) j=l > ( j= 1 > 
Second step. Take f EC;(O, co) so that O<f< 1 and f= 1 on I. Set 
g = 1 -J: Then since the operator (H, - A,))’ g(H,) is bounded, it follows 
from (3.3) that 
IIs %?wII d c Il%nIIQ (3.4) 
with a positive constant C independent of p and m. 
Third step. We shall estimate f(H,) ump which solves the equation 
(3.5) 
To this end we evaluate ( f(HO) v,, , i[H,, A ] f(H,) uMp) from below. We 
claim that 
(f(Ho) vnlpt iLH0, Al”f(ffO) 0 &; llf(Ho)~,,/12-CR-’ Il~,~ll~, (3.6) 
where II= inf I and the constant C > 0 is independent of m, p, and R. In 
fact, we have 
(f(Ho) ump, iCH0, Al”fWo) s,J 
2 a IIf %J2 - I(.f(Ho) urn,,, KJ‘(Ho) omp)l. (3.7) 
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To estimate the second term of the RHS of (3.7), we recall that 
(f(fM ump, Kf(Ho) %J 
= - jcl (Ix1 arAj(x)f(Hll) ump2 Djf(HO) ump) 
- (f(Ho) ump 9 i 1x1 dJ(x) + B(x)1 f(H,) UmJ. (3.8) 
Choose h E C;(O, co) so that 0 <h < 1 and h = 1 on suppJ: Then by (A.6) 
we have (ID,h(H,)JI GC,, with some C, >O. We take R large enough to 
obtain by (A.l) 
f 1x1 arAj(x) q(x/R) G& 
j= 1 h 
and therefore 
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 3.1 and (A.1 ) 
II 1x1 arAj(x)(l- q(xlR)) f(Ho) umpll 
< II 1x1 arAj(X)( l- q(x/R))(x) I/ 
x II<X>-lfwoKX>II Il(x>-’ ~,cpRhnII 
6 CR .R-2 Ilu,,J = CR-’ I(u,,& 
and hence 
j$l (1x1 arAj(x)(l -V(xlR))S(H~) Ump, ojf(Ho) Urn,)1 
6 CR-’ lIu,pl12. 
We also have similar estimates for the second term of the RHS of (3.8) and 
consequently 
ILfWd u,p> WHO) u?np )I <; IIf ~,J2 + CR-’ lI~,npl12, 
where the constant C> 0 is independent of m, p, and R. The inequality 
(3.6) follows from combining the above inequality with (3.7). 
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Fourth step. We estimate (f(H,) umo, i[H,, AlOf‘ u,~) from above 
(3.9) 
=0 for In fact, take x E C$(Rn) so that 0 6 x < 1, x(x) = 1 for 1x1 < 1, and 
(XI 3 2. For I> 1, set xi= x(x/l). Take the scalar product in A$ of (3.5) with 
XMHO) urn,, > and its imaginary part. Integrating by parts implies that 
lim 2 WHofWo) umpr xlAfWo) ump) I+ cc 
= (f(Ho) fJmp> I’Cffo, AIOf(ffo) urnp), 
lim Wf(ffo) vmp, x,AfWo) urn,) = 0. I- cc 
The inequality (3.9) follows from (3.10) since Lemma 3.1 gives 
(3.10) 




Cx> ftHO) jJ Aj(x) Ojxp x~'vmpE %' 
( j= 1 ) 
Ffth step. We use (3.6) and (3.9) to prove (3.2). In view of Lemmas 2.5 
and 3.1 we see that the inequality 
G II Cx> f(HO)<x)-‘Il Cx> xp i: Aj(x) DjcPR um 
II ( j= 1 > il 
x Il~x>-‘Af(ffo)II lI~m,II 
GE IIb7,112+ CE, Ilh211:, (3.11) 
holds for any E > 0. Similarly we obtain 
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The identity 
A,(x) x,(x)p- (x)-l i; A,(x)x, 
j= 1 j= 1 1 
and the above inequality show that 
xi’unzp, Af(Ho) urnp 
)I 
< C6 IIu,,J2. (3.12) 
In the sequel, combining (3.6) (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12) yields 
which together with (3.4) implies 
We therefore take R large enough and E, 6 small enough to obtain IIumpll < 
C II U, II R. Letting p JO we arrive at (3.2). Q.E.D. 
4. LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE, I 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. We have only to verify 
the assertion in the case Re z = A> 0 and Im z > 0 since the other cases are 
similarly treated. We may assume that s < 1. 
Proof Theorem 2(i). First step. Suppose the contrary. Then we can 
find sequences {f,} c L:(8), {u,> c L?,(Q), and {K,} c (0, l] such that 
(H-zh=f/ in a, z,=A+ifc,; K/JO, fi-0 
strongly in L,2(sZ) as f+ cc, and ll~,(l~,~,= 1. 
Choosing a subsequence {u,} c {u,}, we may assume that 
u,+u0 weakly in L2,(s2). (4.1) 
Second step. Let f. E CF(O, cc) be specified as in Lemma 2.3. If we set 
go = 1 - fo, we have 
80(fo urn = go(W(H- z,) -‘.fm + 0 strongly in .X. (4.2) 
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On the other hand, it follows from (A.5) and Lemma 3.1 that for any r$ 1, 
d C(llWdW %lllQ,+, + Ilfo(W %IlIc2,+I) 
<C(r+ 1)” (Il<x>~“MWx)“ll + Il(~>-“fo(W~)‘II) lldn, -3 
G cr /l%z/lc2, -.x9 (4.3) 
where we have put h,(t) = t&(t) in the above inequality. Thus {j,(H) u,} 
is bounded in H/,,,(Q), where u E H,‘,,(Q) if and only if cpu E H’(Q) for any 
cp E C?( IV), and so we can construct a sequence {ii,} c H:,,,( TV’) such that 
&?I = fo(W urn in 52; 
(4.4) 
1 Il~%II.,~ c c Il~“f,(ff) %llQ, for large r > 0, 
I%1 <I I21 < I 
where the constant C > 0 is independent of m and r. Therefore, we can 
choose a subsequence (Gk} c (i& > such that 
weakly in H:,,,( FY); 
in a. 
(4.5) 
We define yk = (H, - zk) ii,. Then Tk =fO(H)fk in Sz and by (4.3), (4.4), 
and Lemma 3.1, {&} is bounded in L:( FV): 
Ilmls G IlfdW fklln,s + c 1 ll~“4l B% 
I%/ <1 (4.6) 
6 cc Ilfklln,s + Mln, -,h 
Since Re z = 14 o,(H,,), it follows from (4.6) and Theorem 2.6(i) that 
6, = G(G) 3ic ; 
(4.7 1 
where l/2 < t < s and C is independent of k. By (4.7) we can again choose a 
subsequence to see that 
ii, -+ ii, strongly in LZ,(rWn) as k -+ co. (4.8) 
We define G&(H) by 
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with J/E Cr(llV) so that 0~ I(/ < 1, $ = 1 for 1x1 <<R,, and =0 for 
1x13 2R, + 1. Thus, from (4.1)-(4.8) we conclude that 
uk + uO strongly in LZ_,(O) as k-, 00; 
uo E W,,(Q) c-3 %x(m. 
(4.9) 
Third step. In this step we shall show that 
ii, E L&(W) for any 6 > 0. (4.10) 
We first define f by 
T=(H,-l)i7, in R”. (4.11) 
Then it follows from definition, (4.5), and (4.9) that f~ L&(R”), f= 0 in 
Sz, and hence 7~ L:(R”) for any t > 0. We also see from (4.5), (4.6), and 
definition that y), converges weakly to f in L,2(lR”) and thus obtain from 
(4.7) 
ii0 = G( A+ iO)J (4.12) 
We now claim that 
Im(J: 11,) = 0. (4.13) 
In fact, if we set G = R”\Q, then we integrate by parts to have 





A,(x) v,(x) 60. ii, dS 
Tj=l 
+ Jo ( ~ Aj(X) Oj + ~ DjAj(X) + B*(X) - n) iio. ~0 dx 
j=l j=l 
Note that ii, satisfies the same boundary condition on r as that of u. since 
co = u. in Q and u. E g,,,,(H). Therefore, the above surface integral 
vanishes, which implies (4.13). Since 7~ L$lY’), the assertion (4.10) thus 
follows from (4.12), (4.13), and Proposition 2.7. 
Fourth step. We shall verify that 
(4.14) 
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Then u0 E A?, I.+, f 0, and (H - ;1) u0 = 0, which contradicts the assumption 
14 a,(H). 
Let Y,(x; 6) = (1 + p lx/*) -6,2, 0 < 6 4 1 and u,, = Y,,(x; 6) d,. Then by 
(4.9), up E L*( IWn) and 
(HO-A)U,,= Ypf+ i A,(X)DjYp 
( ! 
y, ‘up. (4.15) 
,= I 
Take f0 and g, similarly as in the second step. The boundedness of 
g,(H,,)(HO - A)-’ and (4.15) give 
Ilgo(Ho) upI1 G c (4.16) 
with C > 0 being independent of p > 0. It remains to evaluate fO(HO) up that 
solves 
(Ho - 1.1 fo(Ho) up 
=fo(Ho) YJ+f,Wo) f A,(x) D, y, Y,‘U,l. 
( /=I > 
(4.17) 
LetXEC,“(IW”)sothatO<X<l,X=lforIx[<land =Ofor[xl>2,and 
set x!(x) = x(x/f). Take the scalar product of x,Af,(H,) U, with (4.17), and 
then its imaginary part. We calculate 
lim 2 Im(Hof,(Ho) up, x~S(ff~) up) I-cc 
= G(Ho) up> I‘CHO, A l”fowo) yJ; 
lim WfoWo) /-m up> wLfo(Ho) up) = 0. 
and therefore have the following estimate by Lemma 2.3: 
Ilfo(Ho) u,,l12~ C(f,(Ho) u,, iCHo, Al”.fo(Ho) up) 
The first term of the RHS of the last inequality is estimated as 
l(.fo(Ho) YJ AS,(ffo) UpI 
d II <x>hdHo)(x> - ‘II llfll, II (x> -’ Md~dlI lld 
<& Ilu,l12+ cc. lIftI: 
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for any E > 0. Taking account of the identity 
( ,$ Aj(X)DjYp) YL’=iS f  Aj(X)Xjp(l +P 1X\*)-‘, j=l 
we have 
I( ( 
fO(HO) i A,(x) Oj yp yi l"p9 AfO(HO) up 
j= I > )I 
6 II <x>fO(HO)<x)-‘II Cx> i Aj(x) O, yp yi’“p 
II ( j= 1 1 II 
x II (x> -l ~fo(ff,)lI llqll 
dC6 lI~pl/2. 
Summing up we obtain 
Ilfowo)~,l12~(c~+4 II~pl12+CE 11711:. 
Taking 6 and E sufficiently small in the above inequality and combining the 
result with (4.16) yield Ilu,ll < C with positive constant C independent of p. 
Letting p 10 we get (4.14). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2(ii). Let j”!~ L:(G), s > l/2 and u = R(z)f for ZE @ 
with Re z = A > 0 and Im z > 0. It follows from Theorems 2(i) and 2.6(i) 
that 
lMln,-td c IlfIlR,S7 l/2 < t <s. (4.18) 
Let {K,} c (0, l] be any sequence converging to zero as m + co. For 
z,=A+irc,, we set U, = R(z,)J Choose Jo, g,, E C “(0, co ) similarly as in 
the proof of Theorem 2(i). Then, go(H) U, converges strongly to 
(ff- A)-’ &l(Wf in 2 as m + 00. We use (AS) and (4.18) to see that 
UoWhJ ’ b d d is oun e in H ‘(Sz,) for each r + 1. If we combine this with 
(4.18) in the case t < s, we can find a subsequence converging strongly in 
L?,(Q). In order to see that the operator R(I + i0) of Ls(s2) to L?,(a) is 
well defined, we have only to prove that the limit does not depend on the 
choice of subsequences. This is carried out in the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 2(i). Q.E.D. 
5. LMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE, II 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 3. It is sufficient to verify the 
a priori estimate for Re z = 2 > 0 and Im z > 0. 
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Let 2 E a,(H,)\a,(H) and j> > 0. Choose f0 E C,“(O, co) so that 0 <fb d 1, 
f0 = 1 near 3,, and supp f0 is sufficiently small. Then c( = inf suppf, is 
positive. Let &E C,“(O, co) so that O<h,6 1 and h,= 1 on suppf,. Set 
C,=supj IJD,h,(H)lI and 6 =a/2 min{ 1, C, ‘}. We denote by Hi the 
selfadjoint operator in X0 specified in (A.8). Then 
and with some R, > 0, Ht = H, for 1x1 > R,. Consequently, it follows that 
where i[Ht, A]’ denotes the selfadjoint operator equal to the commutator 
form i[Hi, A] if it is restricted to 9(A)nH’(lR”): i[Hi, Alo= Hi+ K,, 
where 
K6 = - i (1x1 &A;(x)) Dj- (1x1 &B’(x) + B’(x)}. 
j=l 
Along the same way as in Section 2, we are led to the following results: If 
we let G,(z) = (Hi - z))l, Im z # 0, we have 
II <x> -’ Gdz)(x) -‘II 6 C (5.1) 
for Re z = 1, Im z > 0, s > l/2; the norm limit 
(x)-sG6(~+iO)(x)-I=li~(x)-sGd(A+i~)(x)~P (5.2) 
exists on X0; if cp E Lf(lR”) and Im(cp, G,(1+ iO)q) = 0, then 
GJl+ iO)cp E LZ,(W) for any y > 0. (5.3) 
We now deny the assertion of the theorem. Then there exist sequences 
{fm} CL:(B), {urn} CL?,(Q), and {rc,} c (0, co) such that 
(ff,-z,)%7=f, in Q, z,=l.+iK,; rc,lO,f,-+O 
strongly in L:(Q) as m -+ co; Ilu,lln -., = 1. 
We have only to pay attention to {fo(H) u,} satisfying (4.3). The same 
argument as in the second step of the proof of Theorem 2(i) gives a 
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sequence (iik) such that { iik) is an extension of a subsequence {f,(H) uk) 
to R” without loss of regularity, and satisfies (4.4) and 
ii, -+ ii, weakly in H,&(lR”). (5.4) 
Define yk = (H, - zk) ii,. Then Jk = f,(H) fk in Sz and the inequality (4.6) is 
valid. Since ii, satisfies the equation 
(H;-zz,)i&=ypQ2k, &=Ho-Hi, 
and S6 vanishes for 1x1 3 Ra, we have by (4.3), (4.4), (4.6), and (5.1) 
Il~kll-,~Cwklln,s+ II~kllQ,-.A l/2 < t <s. 
(5.5) 
This and (5.4) imply that ii, converges strongly to ii, in L?,(lR”), and in 
particular, uk converges strongly to u0 in L?,(O), where 
uo = Go I R E %xw). It also follows from (5.2) and (5.5) that 
tl,, = G,,(A + i0) F0 with p,, = (H, - A) ii, - SdCO. We note that F0 E L:(P). 
Since S, is symmetric and vanishes for [xl 3 R8, the same argument as in 
the third step of the proof of Theorem 2(i) implies Im(&,, FO) = 0. Thus, we 
can use (5.3) and the same method as in the fourth step of the proof of 
Theorem 2(i) to conclude that u0 E L2(Q) which contradicts the assumption 
A 4 a,(H). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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